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rom my first Gala performance through town hall meetings, focus groups, interviews, and work with volunteers, staff 
and board members, each interaction has confirmed the value of Ballet Folklorico Ritmo Alegre.

First, I must thank the beautiful dancers who have danced for me. By some synchronistic blessing, I find myself in the 
audience in the background of photo of a radiant dancer. I am beaming.  I always beam as I experience with delight the joy 
and pride you exude.

I am grateful to the over 40 dancers, parents and instructors who participated in the town hall meetings. You set the tone for 
the future of Ritmo Alegre. Thank you for the energy with which you expressed your opinions, and your clarity about what 
was most important to you.

Thank you to the 14 focus group participants, including school teachers, alumni dancers, and others who value the 
organization, for giving a summer evening to talk together about the strengths, challenges and potential of Ballet Folklorico 
Ritmo Alegre. Your input enabled us to think more broadly as we made decisions about the future of the organization.

To the 17 community members who, while you may not be intimately connected with Ritmo Alegre, took the time to share 
with me your perspectives and ideas: Thank you. In addition to your care for the dancers, you clearly expressed the value of 
this organization to the wider community.

My deep appreciation goes to board president, Rachel Ciddio, and board members, Monserrat Alegria, Cheyanna Martinez, 
Candelaria Romero, Rosalba Siordia-Perez, and Santana Ciddio who had the wisdom to know this work was necessary, and 
the commitment to follow through with countless meetings and discussions. You took a mountain of input and determined 
that which would be best for the dancers and the organization in the coming years.

I am grateful to Candace Turtle, incoming managing director. You jumped in enthusiastically, answered questions, and 
provided editing to make the plan a useful and functional document.  

Snow Mountain, founder and managing director for 24 years gave her heart to the organization, and true to form, did the 
same in assisting me with the plan. Your passion for the dancers and Ritmo Alegre is infectious. I learned so much from you 
and a passion was kindled in me. I am indebted to Snow. This plan, this Ritmo Alegre future, would not exist without her.

Each of you has contributed to this plan that will take the organization forward, for the benefit of dancers and our 
community. Your participation will enable Ritmo Alegre to fulfill their mission to: empower youth through dance, and 
educate youth who serve as cultural ambassadors in our diverse community.

In deepest gratitude,

Tatiana Bredikin
MeetingMastery.com
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Hard work leads to reward - 
         it’s a life lesson.”“

photo by Snow Mountain



I used to be ashamed to be Mexican.  Now I want people to 
see me dance the beautiful dances of my culture.”

                     “
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Dear Participants and Friends of Ballet Folklorico Ritmo Alegre,

would like to share with you a few points that I hope will remain in the history and culture of Ballet Folklorico Ritmo Alegre. After 24 years working with this wonderful group, it 
has been a big challenge for me to let go of being “the leader” and to watch with excited curiosity to see how the group evolves! First, I would like to share the three accomplish-
ments of the group I am most proud of and why.

The group has survived and grown - We had a rocky start.  After a few glorious months with a professional teacher, we ended up with no permanent teacher and few mentors, 
respectfully trying to learn on our own. We had practice space problems, and the school was never sure what to make of us.  Many of our best dancers left after a year or two, or after 
graduation at the most, so we had a very hard time maintaining a consistently growing performance quality. I wasn’t sure how to create and build the organization. It became a vocation/
second job, but KIDS WANTED IT and the community kept asking us to dance! For many years we had almost no money.  At various times we tried to create a steering committee, then a 
board of directors and then to make the group a community arts nonprofit.  We had some in house conflict, but KIDS WANTED IT, so we kept going.

Known for authenticity, validation of Mexico’s folk tradition and celebrating local Mexican population
Whether by looking up information in books, finding relatives or friends who knew a dance, or as we grew, studying at Danzantes Unidos, and finally using the internet, we made it a 
point to be as authentic as possible in steps, choreography and costuming. We also emphasized proper behavior in public. We noticed that at performances Latinos in the audiences 
stood up taller and expressed gratitude and pride, and Anglos expressed a new appreciation and acceptance of Mexican/Latino culture.  We were asked to dance at more and more events 
and our photos were used in many places.  It appeared we had become a symbol of the local Mexican/Latino population.

Known for empowering youth 
The purpose of the group was always two-fold-  to preserve and celebrate Mexican folk culture, and to empower and celebrate the youth. The group was meant to be for the kids.  It was 
started really by them and kept alive by them. It was meant to be another resource toward a bright future for individuals and for the Mexican/Latino community.

I’d also like to share how I would like to be remembered by organizational members and the community.  I would like to be remembered as someone who is a dedicated ally of the 
Mexican community and who considers herself an adopted Mexican.  I see myself as a bridge person who strives to help build communication, understanding, acceptance and 
appreciation to bring the Mexican/Latino community and mainstream/Anglo community into contact for community harmony and mutual benefit. I would like to be remembered as a 
champion of kids - someone who cares deeply and is happy to go out of her way to give youth opportunities and to help break down barriers to their success in life. I would also like to 
be seen as someone who keeps growing and learning throughout life.

Gracias, Ritmo Alegre, for 24 wild crazy wonderful years!  Whenever I see the group dance, I know it has all been worth it!  I’ll see you at your performances!     

Con mucho cariño, 
Snow 

Victoria Snow Mountain 
Founder and Director, 1994 - 2017
January 1, 2018

FOUNDER’S LEGACY STATEMENT

I
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MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to empower youth through dance, and educate youth who serve as cultural ambassadors in our diverse community.

VALUES
	   Culture
	   Education
	   Discipline

WORKING PRINCIPLES 
 		We blend the rich history, music and dance of traditional Mexico to further cross-cultural understanding for students of dance and the community at large.
 		We create programming and select instructors to inspire and motivate students to learn the art of Mexican folk dance.
 		We embed in our programs, dancers, and instructors discipline and respect for this art form.
 		We create opportunities for students’ cultural understanding by connecting Folklorico dance with the their individual ancestries. 
 		We inspire students and families of Mexican heritage to feel proud of their roots, beliefs and traditions.

VISION STATEMENT

The Student
 Children in our community know their self-worth, and the strength of their culture.  They will be more successful in life as a result of the physical and
 artistic expression of dance.

The Culture
 Ritmo Alegre broadens cross-cultural understanding for students of dance and the community by blending together the rich history, music, and dance of 
 traditional Mexico.  Tradition and values are preserved, keeping vital cultural threads alive for future generations.

Family Engagement 
 Parents are committed and invested in the organization as evidenced by participation, dedication, volunteerism, educational growth, 
 and personal development.

Collaboration
 Ritmo Alegre develops partnerships with the wider community and explores educational avenues for enrichment programs.
 
Financial Capacity
 Financial stability is a strength of the organization.  Increased student participation and diverse funding sources create financial sustainability.

Organization and Communication
 Families of Ritmo Alegre receive timely communication and information to effectively support involvement.  The board embraces change and 
 understands the needs of the organization as well as the community, ensuring meaningful planning and implementation. 

ORGANIZATIONAL FOCUS
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WHO WE ARE
Ballet Folklorico Ritmo Alegre offers education in traditional regional Mexican folkdance and culture for students aged six to adult in classes for beginner to advanced dancers.
Ballet Folklorico Ritmo Alegre has danced throughout the Rogue Valley at community events, festivals, wineries and for private parties, performing as many as 30 times per year.  
The Gala performances have been held consistently for 20 years.  The group is a favorite at the Oregon Shakespeare Festival Green Show, and with a 10-year history is their longest 
running annual performer.  Ritmo Alegre has also danced at the Britt Festival.

BALLET FOLKLORICO RITMO ALEGRE HISTORY
Origins - 1992-1999
In 1992, Marta Peña Ballesteros, the mother of two English as a Second Language (ESL) students, 
formed a Ballet Folklorico student club at South Medford High School (SMHS).  ESL teacher, Victo-
ria Snow Mountain, was the club advisor.  After about six months and several performances Marta 
was not able to continue.  In 1994, some students started holding dance practices after school at 
South High.  Teacher Snow Mountain supported the student dancers, and the club was named 
Latin Reflection.  The group participated in a Portland Folklorico group workshop.  In 1996 Latin 
Reflection went to Danzantes Unidos for the first time, and has gone every year since.  The first 
Gala show was held in January 1999.
Development as a school club - 2000-2005
The group grew to include elementary school dancers and an adult group.  The group practiced 
in various places including the Sacred Heart School gym, Kids Unlimited on West Main Street, and 
“The Shack” at Jackson Park.  All classes were free, and taught by volunteer instructors. 
Moving out into the community  - 2006- 2009
A steering committee was formed and the Multicultural Association of Southern Oregon (MASO) 
agreed to provide nonprofit status.  The group was renamed Ballet Folklorico Ritmo Alegre, trans-
lating to joyful rhythm.  Practices were held in school gyms, a church, and the SMHS Little Theater 
and Modern Dance Studio.  In the fall of 2009, a mission statement and a five-year strategic plan 
were crafted.

First Strategic Development Plan - 2010-2014
Strategic goals were completed, including leasing and converting the old South Medford High 
School art room into a dance studio.  Other goals included establishing a separate bank account, 
setting up QuickBooks accounting, filing articles of incorporation and by-laws, and successfully 
applying for 501c3 nonprofit status, approved in Sept. 2014.  Ritmo Alegre hired the first 
instructors, Luisa Zaragoza and Juan Martinez, and then promoted Luisa to Artistic Director. 
Advanced level classes were added and taught by nationally recognized dancers, Alex and Hector 
Zaragoza.  Ballet Folklorico de la Escuela de Bellas Artes de Tejupilco, Mexico, and Son Fandango 
de Toluca, Mexico, visited, performed, and taught workshops. 
Recent years - 2015-2017
After school classes were held at Kids Unlimited.  Rachel Ciddio stepped into the leadership role of 
board president, and additional board members were recruited.  The organization began capacity 
building by upgrading the bookkeeping and financial reporting, and beginning to develop the 
board.  In 2016, Kathy Bryon of Gordon Elwood Foundation became our capacity building mentor. 
In conjunction with the finalization of this current three-year strategic plan, a new managing
director, Candace Turtle, was selected to succeed founder-director, Victoria Snow Mountain, on her 
retirement after 24 years of service to the organization. 
 

I saw the dancers and wanted to be a part of our    
 positive culture.  I wanted my family to get that.”“ 6



GOALS 
The focus of this strategic plan is to establish a solid foundation on which to grow the organization.  While the plan is extensive, the initial priorities are specific:

 PROGRAM STRENGTH       FINANCIAL STABILIT Y       BOARD DEVELOPMENT 

THE STRATEGIC PLAN

Programs
Through quality instruction, dancers will not only develop discipline and nurture their 
dance skills, they will also see a more accurate representation of Mexican culture, a crucial 
component to the identity of many of our dancers and Ritmo Alegre.  We aim to provide a 
space where families can support their dancers and the organization while actively building 
cultural identity together.
 Dancers / Classes
  We will recruit, motivate and retain dancers through quality instruction and 
  performance opportunities that build cultural identity and self-esteem.

 Performances 
  We will select performance opportunities that are a valuable return on investment and   
  further our mission.

  We will deliver professional performances that are well-planned, organized, and run smoothly.

 Family Engagement
  We will engage dancer families through clear communication, and volunteer and social   
  opportunities that preserve traditional Mexican culture, build community, strengthen   
  relationships and develop skills.

 Artistic Instructional Staff 
  We will recruit, hire and train staff to be proficient in Ballet Folklorico instruction and Mexican  
  culture, as well as classroom management and the support of dancer personal development.

Community Connection
We recognize the importance of building relationships; it is through partnerships and collabora-
tion that Ritmo Alegre has become a presence in the community.  This visibility and engagement 
allows us to serve as cultural ambassadors, to teach others about the Latino culture, and to 
connect with a diverse community encouraging potential dancers to learn about our organization 
and become involved. 
 Partnerships and community engagement
  We will collaborate with partners who offer opportunities for educational enrichment and 
  engagement, and access to audiences that reach into the wider community.

 Public Relations and Marketing
  We will deliver timely, effective marketing and publicity that furthers our mission by increasing  
  audience size and diversity, and prospective dancer recruitment.

Organizational Effectiveness
It is crucial for staff, the board, and those actively engaged to have an understanding of what it 
takes to run the organization and build a more sustainable model where everyone contributes to 
the betterment and stability of the group.  We ought to be prepared for any transitions without 
disrupting the harmony and collaboration of the group.  We can achieve this through effective 
communication and with clear structures and systems to be able to support our staff and 
members and avoid burn out.

 Board of Directors
  We will develop our board into an effective, knowledgeable, and diverse team.

  We will continue to grow our Board’s skills to lead the organization in governance and   
  development activities.

 Financial Stability
  We will operate from a solid financial plan that includes reliable income across the six funding  
  streams: tuition, performances, fundraising, corporate sponsors, individual donors, and grants.

 Administration, Organization, Communication
  We will implement effective communication, organization and administrative systems to support  
  increased family engagement, eased performance delivery and organizational stability. 

 Data Measurement
  We will collect, manage and analyze data to direct organizational development, support funding  
  requests and prospective partnerships, and demonstrate the value of our programs.
   
 Succession Plan
  We will implement a succession plan for all staff positions that builds on the strong history  
  established by the founder, and fulfills the vision. 
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DANCERS / CLASSES
 Goal: We will recruit, motivate and retain dancers through quality instruction and performance opportunities that build cultural identity and self-esteem.
  DAN 1   Develop a system to integrate dancers new to the organization and new to each class.
  DAN 2 Recruit and train more dancers, including more male dancers.
  DAN 3   Incorporate an end-of-class debrief tradition.
  DAN 4   Develop a dancer evaluation process.
  DAN 5   Provide advanced performance skills training, quarterly.  
  DAN 6   Provide external enrichment and incentive learning opportunities.
  DAN 7   Create an elite-level, professional caliber troupe for high-level performances.
  DAN 8   Conduct exit interviews when dancers leave the organization.
  DAN 9   Devlop in dancers the discipline of commitment and communication.
  DAN 10 Create a mastery skill curriculum with requirements to advance through the class levels.

Performances 
 Goal: We will select performance opportunities that are a valuable return on investment and further our mission.
  PER 1   Create and implement a performance decision-making matrix.       

 Goal: We will deliver professional performances that are well-planned, organized, and run smoothly.
  PER 2   Establish systems for effective performance preparation.   
  PER 3   Establish processes to follow through on delivering quality performances.
  PER 4   Implement a dancer pre-performance inspiration and preparation circle, and post-performance debrief.
  PER 5   Institute a volunteer pre-performance circle, and post-performance debrief.
  PER 6   Maintain costumes in quality condition.
  PER 7   Test one “Demo and dance” experiential learning performance.    
  PER 8   Maintain a repertoire of at least two dances from two regions, for four-six total each year retained from the previous years.

Family Engagement
 Goal: We will engage dancer families through clear communication, and volunteer and social opportunities that preserve traditional Mexican culture, build community, 
 strengthen relationships and develop skills.
  FAM 1   Hold family meetings with classes, monthly. 
  FAM 2   Implement structures that support volunteerism and get families involved.
  FAM 3   Hold six costume sewing activities, annually.
  FAM 4   Host a social event, quarterly. 
   
Artistic Instructional Staff 
 Goal: We will recruit, hire and train staff to be proficient in Ballet Folklorico instruction and Mexican culture, as well as classroom management 
 and the support of dancer personal development.
  AIS 1   Conduct staff evaluations, annually.
  AIS 2   Improve classroom management skills and techniques.
  AIS 3   Continue the creation and implementation of the New Instructor Development Program

OBJECTIVES
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Program 
  AIS 4    Expand instructors’ training opportunities. 
  AIS 5    Support dancer development at home.
  AIS 6    Recruit and hire a lead instructor with professional ballet folklorico teaching experience.

Partnerships and community engagement
 Goal: We will collaborate with partners who offer opportunities for educational enrichment and engagement, and access to audiences that reach 
 into the wider community.
  PCE 1    Participate in meetings that build relationships and have the potential to strengthen the organization.
  PCE 2    Create a plan to collaborate with other arts organizations.
  PCE 3    Seek opportunities for Elite dancers to perform at wineries, other ideal venues, and for special events.
 
Public Relations and Marketing
 Goal: We will deliver timely, effective marketing and publicity that furthers our mission by increasing audience size and diversity, and prospective dancer recruitment.
  PRM 1   Develop marketing and publicity plans for key events.
  PRM 2   Update the website, monthly.
  PRM 3   Develop a publicity plan for event marketing to schools and for dancer recruitment.
  PRM 4   Deliver timely event publicity to the community.  

Board of Directors
 Goal: We will develop our board into an effective, knowledgeable, and diverse team.
  BRD 1   Implement effective meeting structures to support positive meetings and create solutions.
  BRD 2   Review board procedures and policies, and update as appropriate.
  BRD 3   Implement a board contract.
  BRD 4   Incorporate board development activities and training into the regular meetings, or leadership workshops.
  BRD 5   Transform board meetings from “working meetings” to reports and decision-making meetings.
  BRD 6   Increase the size, skill, and socio-economic diversity of the board.

 Goal: We will continue to grow our board’s skills to lead the organization in governance and development activities.
  BRD 7   Complete the upcoming program year goals by August and annual budget by December of the previous year. 
  BRD 8   The board is trained in donor development and regularly engages in friend-raising conversations.
  BRD 9   Incorporate an annual managing director review.
  BRD 10   Engage advisors and supporters with special skills and strengths who can be called on as needed.
  BRD 11   100% of board members make a personally meaningful financial contribution to the organization annually.
  BRD 12   Re-examine the internal tuition scholarship process for students.

OBJECTIVES 2
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Financial Stability
 Goal: We will operate from a solid financial plan that includes reliable income across the six funding streams: tuition, performances, fundraising, corporate sponsors, 
 individual donors, and grants.
  FIN 1   Develop a business plan.
  FIN 2 The budget is 35% funded by the start of the fiscal year.
  FIN 3   Tuition: Maintain and improve the newly developed and implemented tuition collection and recording process.
  FIN 4   Tuition: Expand outreach to the broader community that has the capacity to pay tuition rates and ability to support the organization.
  FIN 5   Performances: Develop a performance cost/fee schedule to establish performances fees.
  FIN 6   Performances: Acknowledge event sponsors at events.
  FIN 7   Fundraising: Complete two to four fundraising activities, increasing annually.
  FIN 8  Corporate sponsors: Develop and implement a sponsorship campaign.
  FIN 9  Individual donors: Implement a donor development plan that supports the business plan.
  FIN 10   Individual donors: Create a simple, structured donor recognition program.
  FIN 11   Grants: Applications and project budgets are transparent and easily understood by reviewers.

Administration, Organization, Communication
 Goal: We will implement effective communication, organization and administrative system to support increased family engagement, eased performance delivery and organizational stability. 
  AOC 1   Develop a clear, thorough communication protocol.
  AOC 2   Maintain and streamline the organizational and administrative systems that have been implemented.
  AOC 3   Create and disseminate a code of conduct for dancers, parents, staff, board, and volunteers.
  AOC 4   Implement an annual activities calendar.
 
Data Measurement
 Goal: We will collect, manage and analyze data to direct organizational development, support funding requests and prospective partnerships, and to demonstrate the 
 value of our programs.
  DAT 1   Create a database of available in-house data.
  DAT 2   Create a donor, friends and fans database.
  DAT 3   Record pre- and post-project measures of performance impact.
  DAT 4   Quantify the value of the program using data.
  DAT 5   Research/survey other Ballet Folklorico groups’ funding and staffing structures.

Succession Plan
 Goal: We will implement a succession plan for all staff positions that builds on the strong history established by the founder, and fulfills the vision. 
  SCS 1   Outline a succession plan for all positions: managing director, artistic director, and class instructors.
  SCS 2   Find the right person to take over the leadership as managing director.
  SCS 3   Market the managing director transition.
  SCS 4   Develop a hiring process.

OBJECTIVES 3
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AD    Artistic Director

Ann.   Annually

BK    Bookkeeper

BM    Board Members

BT    Board Treasurer

GW   Grant Writer

Inst   Instructors

LV    Lead Event Volunteer

MD   Managing Director

PC    Publicity Coordinator

PR    Board President

PV     Parent Volunteer

VC    Volunteer Coordinator

$    Grant Funded

    Plan Ready

    In Progress

✓    Complete

KEY

Dancing teaches responsibility. I have to remember to 
be on time, in proper attire, and with my hair ready.”   “11
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2018 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
DANCERS / CLASSES

GOAL We will recruit, motivate and retain dancers through quality instruction and performance opportunities that build culturalidentity and self-esteem.

DAN 1  $ Integrate new dancers - class-specific information & adtl training JUN ’18 AD, Inst

Integrate new dancers - limited entry points DEC ’18 AD, Inst

DAN 2 $ Recruit more dancers to 35 DEC ’18 AD, Inst

DAN 3 End-of-class debrief - 1/mo/class JUN ’18 Inst

DAN 4 $ Dancer evaluation process - Advanced DEC ’18 AD, Inst

DAN 5 $ Advanced performance skills training, quarterly  DEC ’18 AD

DAN 6 External enrichment opportunities - research JUN ’18 AD

DAN 7 $ Elite-level troupe - criteria DEC ’18 AD, Elite Inst

DAN 8 Exit interviews - monthly attendance checks JUN ’18 Inst, AD, PV

DAN 9 $ Discipline of commitment - clarify expectations JUN ’18 AD, Inst

DAN 10 Mastery Skill Curriculum - Advanced DEC ’18 AD, Inst
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IMPLEMENTATION 2

PERFORMANCES

GOAL We will select performance opportunities that are a valuable return on investment and further our mission.

PER 1 Performance decision-making matrix ✓ MD, AD, BM 

GOAL We will deliver professional performances that are well-planned, organized, and run smoothly.

PER 2 Effective performance preparation - dancer expectations DEC ’18 AD

PER 4 Dancer pre- and post-performance learning JUN ’18 AD, Inst

PER 6 Costume quality - monthly checks & inventory DEC ’18 AD

PER 7 "Demo and dance" experiential learning DEC ’18 AD, Inst

FAMILY ENGAGEMENT

GOAL
We will engage dancer families through clear communication, and volunteer and social opportunities that preserve traditional Mexican culture, build community, 
strengthen relationships and develop skills.

FAM 1 Family meetings in classes, monthly JUN ’18 AD

FAM 3 Six costume sewing activities, annually. DEC ’18 AD

FAM 4 Host a family social event, quarterly DEC ’18 AD, PV
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IMPLEMENTATION 3

ARTISTIC / INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

GOAL
We will recruit, hire and train staff to be proficient in Ballet Folklorico instruction and Mexican culture, as well as classroom management and 
the support of dancer personal development.

AIS 1 Instructional staff evaluations, annually DEC ’18  AD 

Artistic Director evaluation, annually DEC ’18 MD

AIS 2 Classroom management skills & training DEC ’18 AD, Inst

AIS 3 $ New Instructor Development Program DEC ’18 AD

AIS 4 $ Instructor training opportunities   DEC ’18 AD

PARTNERSHIPS / COMMUNIT Y ENGAGEMENT

GOAL We will collaborate with partners who offer opportunities for educational enrichment and engagement, and access to audiences that reach into the wider community.

PCE 1 Participate in meetings that strengthen the organization DEC ’18 MD

It takes courage.  It’s hard at first, then you see 
how people appreciate you.”“ 14



IMPLEMENTATION 4

PUBLIC RELATIONS / MARKETING

GOAL We will deliver timely, effective marketing and publicity that furthers our mission by increasing audience size and diversity, and prospective dancer recruitment.

PRM 1 Marketing & publicity plans for key events DEC ’18 MD, PC

PRM 2  Update the website, monthly Jun ’18 MD

PRM 3 $ School publicity for events and dancer recruitment DEC ’18 AD

PRM 4 Deliver timely event publicity DEC ’18 MD

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

GOAL We will develop our board into an effective, knowledgeable and diverse team.

BRD 1 Implement effective meeting structures DEC ’18 PR

BRD 2 Review board procedures and policies DEC ’18 PR

BRD 3 Implement a board contract JUN ’18 PR

GOAL We will continue to grow our board's skills to lead the organization in governance and development activities.

BRD 7 Upcoming program year goals by Aug, budget by Dec DEC ’18 PR, BT

BRD 8 The board engages in donor development DEC ’18
MD, PR
                                        

BRD 9 Managing director review, annually DEC ’18 PR

BRD 10 Engage advisors and supporters - database, relationship building DEC ’18 MD, PR15



IMPLEMENTATION 5

FINANCIAL STABILIT Y

GOAL
We will operate from a solid financial plan that includes reliable income across the six funding streams: tuition, performances, fundraising, corporate sponsors, 
individual donors, and grants.

FIN 1 Develop a financial plan DEC ’18 MD, BK

FIN 2 Budget is 25% funded by the start of the fiscal year DEC ’18 MD, PR

FIN 3 Tuition: Maintain collection and recording process
JUN/DEC 
’18

BM, AD, MD

FIN 5 Performances: Performance cost/fee schedule ✔ AD, MD, BM

FIN 6 Performances: Acknowledge event sponsors JUN ’18 MD, AD

FIN 7 Fundraising: Run two activities DEC ’18
BM, PV, 
(Cheyanna, 
Candelaria)

FIN 9 Individual donors: Donor development - appeal letter development DEC ’18 MD

FIN 10 Individual donors: Donor recognition program JUN ’18 MD

FIN 11 Grants: Transparent applications & project budgets ✔ GW, MD
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IMPLEMENTATION 6

ADMINISTRATION, ORGANIZATION, COMMUNICATION

GOAL
We will implement effective communication, organization and administrative system to support increased family engagement, eased performance delivery 
and organizational stability. 

AOC 1 Clear, thorough communication protocol DEC ’18 AD, PV

Code of responsibility - written, adopted, disseminated JUN ’18 AD, PV

AOC 2 Maintain and streamline administrative systems DEC ’18 MD

AOC 3 Code of conduct - written, adopted, disseminated ✔ AD, BM, PV

AOC 4 Annual activities calendar DEC ’18 PR

DATA MEASUREMENT

GOAL
We will collect, manage and analyze data to direct organizational development, support funding requests and prospective partnerships, and demonstrate the 
value of our programs.

DAT 1 Database of available in-house data DEC ’18 PV, MD

DAT 2 Donor, friends and fans database. JUN ’18 MD

 SUCCESSION PLANNING

GOAL We will implement a succession plan for all staff positions that builds on the strong history established by the founder, and fulfills the vision.

SCS 1 Succession plan for all positions DEC ’18 MD

SCS 2 New managing director hired ✔ MD, PR

SCS 3 Market the managing director transition JUN ’18 MD, PV17



TIMELINE 2018 2018 2019 2020

OBJECTIVES 6/31 12/31 Year 2 Year 3  LEAD 

DAN 1  Integrate new dancers - class-specific information & adtl training ● AD, Inst

Integrate new dancers - limited entry points ● AD, Inst

Integrate new dancers - assistant instructors available to help ● AD, Inst

DAN 2 Recruit more dancers to 35 ● AD, Inst

Recruit more dancers to 45, 4 classes ● AD, Inst

Recruit more dancers to 55, 5 classes ● AD, Inst

Create prospective dancer outreach position ● AD, Inst

DAN 3 End-of-class debrief - 1/mo/class ● Inst

End-of-class debrief - 2/mo/class ● Inst

End-of-class debrief - weekly/class ● Inst

DAN 4 Dancer evaluation process - Advanced ● AD, Inst

Dancer evaluation process - Intermediate ● AD, Inst

Dancer evaluation process - Beginner ● AD, Inst

DAN 5 Advanced performance skills training, quarterly  ● AD

DAN 6 External enrichment opportunities - research ● AD

External enrichment opportunities - schedule & budget ● AD

External enrichment opportunities - attend ● AD

DAN 7 Elite-level troupe - criteria ● AD, Elite Inst

Elite-level troupe - selection & practice ● AD, Elite Inst

Elite-level troupe - performing ● AD, Elite Inst

DAN 8 Exit interviews - monthly attendance checks ● Inst, AD, PV

Exit interviews - contact dancer/family ● Inst, AD, PV

Exit interviews - retrieve costumes ● Inst, AD, PV

DAN 10 Mastery Skill Curriculum - Advanced ● AD, Inst

Mastery Skill Curriculum - Intermediate ● AD, Inst

Mastery Skill Curriculum - Beginner ● AD, Inst

18



TIMELINE 2
2018 2018 2019 2020

OBJECTIVES 6/31 12/31 Year 2 Year 3  LEAD 

PER 1 Performance decision-making matrix ✔ MD, AD, BM 

PER 2 Effective performance preparation - dancer expectations ● AD

Effective performance preparation - dancer expectations ● AD

PER 3 Quality performance delivery ● AD, MD

PER 4 Dancer pre- and post-performance learning ● AD, Inst

PER 5 Volunteer pre- and post-performance circle ● AD, LV or VC

PER 6 Costume quality - monthly checks & inventory ● AD

Costume quality - check in, out & repair ● AD

Costume quality - supervisory volunteer ● AD

PER 7 "Demo and dance" experiential learning ● AD, Inst

PER 8 Maintain a repetoire from the previous year ● AD, Inst

FAM 1 Family meetings in classes, monthly ● AD

FAM 2 Support volunteerism - structures, systems, log, request, follow through ● AD, PV

Support volunteerism - volunteer coordinators ● AD, PV

FAM 3 Six costume sewing activities, annually ● AD

FAM 4 Host a family social event, quarterly ● AD, PV

AIS 1 Instructional staff evaluations, annually ● AD

Artistic Director evaluation, annually ● MD

AIS 2 Classroom management skills & training ● ● ● AD, Inst

AIS 3 New Instructor Development Program ● ● ● AD

AIS 4 Instructor training opportunities   ● AD

AIS 5 Support dancer development at home  ● ● Inst

AIS 6 Hire professional lead instructor ● AD 
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TIMELINE 3
2018 2018 2019 2020

OBJECTIVES 6/31 12/31 Year 2 Year 3  LEAD 

PCE 1 Participate in meetings that strengthen the organization ● MD

PCE 2 Collaborate with arts organizations ● AD, MD

PCE 3 Elite dancers to perform at ideal venues ● AD, Inst

PRM 1 Marketing & publicity plans for key events. ● MD, PC

PRM 2  Update the website, monthly ● MD

PRM 3 School publicity for events and  dancer recruitment ● AD

PRM 4 Deliver timely event publicity ● MD

BRD 1 Implement effective meeting structures ● ● ● PR

BRD 2 Review board procedures and policies ● PR

BRD 3 Implement a board contract ● PR

BRD 4 Board development - self-assessment & training ● PR

BRD 5 Board meetings - reports & decision-making meetings ● ● PR

BRD 6 Increase board size, skill & socio-economic diversity, Treasurer ● PR

Maintain full-seated board ● PR

BRD 7 Upcoming program year goals by Aug, budget by Dec ● ● ● PR, BT

BRD 8 The board engages in donor development ● ● ● MD, PR

BRD 9 Managing director review, annually ● ● ● PR

BRD 10 Engage advisors and supporters - database, relationship building ● ● ● MD, PR

BRD 11 100% of board members make a financial contribution ● PR

BRD 12 Re-examine the  tuition scholarship process ● BD, MD, AD

FIN 1 Develop a financial plan ● MD, BK

FIN 2 Budget is 25% funded by the start of the fiscal year ● MD, PR

Budget is 30% funded by the start of the fiscal year ● MD, PR

Budget is 35% funded by the start of the fiscal year ● MD, PR

FIN 3 Tuition: Maintain collection and recording process ● ● ● ● BM, AD, MD
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TIMELINE 4 2018 2018 2019 2020

OBJECTIVES 6/31 12/31 Year 2 Year 3  LEAD 

FIN 4
Tuition: Outreach to the community with capacity to pay tuition 
& ability to support the organization ● AD

FIN 5 Performances: Performance cost/fee schedule ✔ AD, MD, BM

FIN 6 Performances: Acknowledge event sponsors ● MD, AD

FIN 7 Fundraising: Run 2 activities ● BM, PV, (Cheyanna, Candelaria)

Fundraising: Run 3 activities ● BM, PV

Fundraising: Run 4 activities ● BM, PV

FIN 8 Corporate sponsors:  Develop & implement a campaign - document process ● MD, BM, PV, (Cheyanna) 

Corporate sponsors:  Develop & implement a campaign - train volunteers ● MD, (Cheyanna)

FIN 9 Individual donors: Implement a donor development plan ● GW ( Jane), MD, PR

Individual donors: Donor development  - appeal letter development ● MD

FIN 10 Individual donors: Donor recognition program ● MD

FIN 11 Grants: Transparent applications & project budgets ✔ GW, MD

AOC 1 Clear, thorough communication protocol ● AD, PV

Code of responsibility ● AD, PV

AOC 2 Maintain and streamline administrative systems ● ● ● MD

AOC 3 Code of conduct - written, adopted, disseminated ✔ AD, BM, PV

AOC 4 Annual activities calendar ● PR

DAT 1 Database of available in-house data ● PV, MD

DAT 2 Donor, friends and fans database. ● MD

DAT 3 Pre- and post-project measures of impact ● MD

DAT 4 Quantify the value of the program ● MD, AD

DAT 5 Research/survey other Ballet Folklorico groups' funding & staffing ● MD, AD
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TIMELINE 5 2018 2018 2019 2020

OBJECTIVES 6/31 12/31 Year 2 Year 3  LEAD 

SCS 1 Succession plan for all positions ● ● ● MD

SCS 2 New managing director hired ✔ MD, PR

SCS 3 Market the managing director transition ● MD, PV

SCS 4 Develop a hiring process ● MD,  PR

Fundraising: Run 3 activities ● BM, PV

Fundraising: Run 4 activities ● BM, PV

FIN 8 Corporate sponsors:  Develop & implement a campaign - document process ● MD, BM, PV, (Cheyanna) 

Corporate sponsors:  Develop & implement a campaign - train volunteers ● MD, (Cheyanna)

FIN 9 Individual donors: Implement a donor development plan ● GW ( Jane), MD, PR

Individual donors: Donor development  - appeal letter development ● MD

FIN 10 Individual donors: Donor recognition program ● MD

FIN 11 Grants: Transparent applications & project budgets ✔ GW, MD

AOC 1 Clear, thorough communication protocol ● AD, PV

Code of responsibility ● AD, PV

AOC 2 Maintain and streamline administrative systems ● ● ● MD

AOC 3 Code of conduct - written, adopted, disseminated ✔ AD, BM, PV

AOC 4 Annual activities calendar ● PR

DAT 1 Database of available in-house data ● PV, MD

DAT 2 Donor, friends and fans database. ● MD

DAT 3 Pre- and post-project measures of impact ● MD

DAT 4 Quantify the value of the program ● MD, AD

DAT 5 Research/survey other Ballet Folklorico groups' funding & staffing ● MD, AD
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TIMELINE 5 2018 2018 2019 2020

OBJECTIVES 6/31 12/31 Year 2 Year 3 LEAD 

SCS 1 Succession plan for all positions ● ● ● MD

SCS 2 New managing director hired ✔ MD, PR

SCS 3 Market the managing director transition ● MD, PV

SCS 4 Develop a hiring process ● MD,  PR
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and sharing the dances 

I did as a child 
  with my children.”
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Planning Process and Participation 

APPENDIX
The strategic plan was prepared by a strategic planning committee of staff and 
volunteers, under the direction of the board and with guidance from the strategic 
planning consultant.  The impending retirement of the founder/managing director 
made this a pivotal time for the organization and an ideal time to envision the future 
of the organization.

A needs assessment was conducted, including input from dancers, parents and 
community members, through town hall meetings, focus groups and individual 
interviews.  It is included in this appendix.  The board and strategic planning 
committee identified the priorities and set the direction of the organization in a full-day 
planning retreat.  Working meetings were held with the leadership team and the 
strategic planning committee members to translate that broad vision to a functional 
plan.  The board reviewed and approved recommendations throughout the process.

This plan is intended to establish the focus for Ballet Folklorico Ritmo Alegre for the 
coming three years.  An annual review of progress and re-evaluation of priorities will be 
used to create an implementation plan for each of the following two years of the plan.

PLANNING PARTICIPANTS
Board: President, Rachel Ciddio; Members, Monserrat Alegria, Cheyanna Martinez, 
Candelaria Romero, Rosalba Siordia-Perez, and Santana Ciddio ( Junior board member/
dancer).

Strategic Planning volunteers: Suzie Meraz, and Maria Underwood.

Staff: Founder/Managing Director, Victoria Snow Mountain; Artistic Director, 
Luisa Zaragoza; Managing Director, Candace Turtle; Instructor, Sugey Jacqueline Reyes.

Dance takes stress away. I forget 
other problems when I dance.”“ 24
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GOAL:
With the upcoming retirement of the founder and managing director of Ballet Folklorico Ritmo Alegre, 
Victoria Snow Mountain, this is a time of organizational transition.  The board and staff want the passing 
of the torch to be easy and successful so the organization can survive and thrive.  The purpose of this 
needs assessment and the subsequent strategic plan is to evaluate the current state of the organization 
and to determine where we want to be in three years with the new leadership.

OVERVIEW:
Ballet Folklorico Ritmo Alegre is highly valued throughout the community.  The benefits to dancers, 
their families and the community are widely apparent, and deeply meaningful.  Opportunities for the 
organization to grow in impact and strength are countless.  Current resource constraints limit the 
potential community impact of Ritmo Alegre.  Founder and managing director, Snow Mountain, poured 
her heart and soul into the organization and her retirement will leave a gap much greater than the hours 
she worked or tasks she performed.  

Recommendation: Maintain a clear focus in selecting the needs that, when addressed, will do the most to 
further the organization’s mission.  Begin by establishing a strong foundation from which to build.  Identify 
those activities that will stabilize the organization, expand capacity and enable growth in the future.

DEMOGRAPHIC STUDY SUMMARY:
The demographic study (see attached) indicates Ballet Folklorico Ritmo Alegre serves, very roughly, 
1.3% of the Latino population in Medford under age 20.  In Jackson County the City of Medford had a 
Latino population of 10,841 in the 2010 Census, indicating a very rough estimate of 2,710 under age 
20.  At that time White City had the second highest population of Latinos in Jackson County with 2,300 
residents, and an extrapolated 575 under age 20.

CURRENT STATE OF THE ORGANIZATION
2017 Annual budget
 $70,000 
 31%   from program fees – tuition and performance tickets
 16%   direct public support – sponsorships, fundraisers, donations
 53%  indirect public support - grants 
Program Statistics
 15  Managing director hours per week 
 10  Artistic director hours per week
 6.5   Instructional staff hours per week
 2  Instructional staff
 35   Dancers
 25   Families 

STRENGTHS
• Life skills developed by dancers 
   Responsibility
   Discipline
   Respect
   Teamwork
• Benefits to dancers 
   Pride in culture and who they are
   Self-esteem
   Stress reduction
   Sense of community
• Benefits to the community
   A beautiful, positive demonstration of the contribution of the Mexican people 
   Immigrants get a taste of “home”
   Families’ children know there heritage and culture
• Authenticity
   Artistic direction - expertise, formal training and life experience
   Cultural education
• Human Resources
   Board – management and organizational skills, and diversity
   Staff – dedication, long term involvement, understanding of group history and culture, 
              highly skilled
   Volunteers – invested, sense of belonging, ownership, and provide critical services
• Visibility
   The community knows the Ballet Folklorico organization and its purpose
   The dances and costumes are noticeable and memorable

APPENDIX 2
Needs Assessment
August 12, 2107  
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Needs highlights from various perspectives:
Dancers – want more dance services (e.g. travel to competitions, dressing rooms) 
     and performance opportunities.
Parents – want more communication, information, and organization easing participation.
Community – wants more advance notice of performances, publicity and marketing.
Educators – want to quantify the dancers’ success in school. 
Funders – want clear and understandable proposals and financials. 

NEEDS SUMMARY
●  Financial stability
 ●  Create a donor development program
 ●  Grant application process – clarity, specificity, capacity building
 ●  Fundraising program
   ◗  Enlist the support of Latino-owned and Latino-employing businesses
   ◗ Collect educational outcomes of dancers – a potential funding approach

●  Leadership transitions
 ●  Founder/managing director retiring
   ◗ Search for appropriate successor
   ◗ Required redistribution of tasks
 ●  Loss of lead instructor

●  Clear communication
 ●  Internally – to dancers and families, between board and staff
 ●  Externally – maintaining communication with “friends” 
   ◗ Marketing and publicity for performances and dancer recruitment

● Administrative organization/professionalism
 ●  Will support improved communication internally and externally
 ● Clarify who is responsible for what
 ● Increase professional business presentation
   ◗ E.g. Website, P.O. box, phone number, email, letterhead

●  Board development
 ●  Education on policies, procedures, roles and responsibilities

 ●  Increase diversity and combined skills
 ● Networking and fundraising

●  Grow the organization
 ●  Increase the number of dancers
 ●  Engage more boys and young men

●  Instruction
 ●  Challenge the dancers

●  Increased collaborations
 ●  With arts organizations, schools, businesses

NEEDS ASSESSMENT PARTICIPANTS
3 Town hall meetings
  16 dancers
 21 parents
2 Focus groups
 14 participants
 17 individual telephone interviews
The above numbers include staff and board member participation.

APPENDIX 3
Needs Assessment cont’d
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INFORMATION MASTER
OBJECTIVES OUTCOME PURPOSE/NOTES ACTION ITEMS/IDEAS DUE  LEAD PROGRESS

DANCERS / CLASSES

GOAL We will recruit, motivate and retain dancers through quality instruction and performance opportunities that build cultural identity and self-esteem.

DAN 1  
Develop a system to integrate dancers new to 
the organization and new to each class.

Clear understanding of 
expectations between
 BFRA and families

To maintain the quality of 
instruction and to encourage 
dancer retention.

Parent and dancer class-specific information sheet.  
Provide additional classes for dancers new to a class, 
concurrently or in preparation for the class.

2018 AD, Inst

DAN 1  Create limited entry points in the year. 2018 AD, Inst

DAN 1  
Have assistant instructors available to work with 
the new students. 2019 AD, Inst

DAN 2
Recruit and train more dancers, including more 
male dancers.

35 enrolled
To fulfill our mission, impact more par-
ticipants and benefit the community. 2018 AD, Inst

DAN 2 45 enrolled, 4 classes 2019 AD, Inst

DAN 2 55 enrolled, 5 classes 2020 AD, Inst

DAN 2 Position filled Create a prospective dancer outreach position 2020 AD, Inst

DAN 3 Incorporate an end-of-class debrief tradition. Debrief implemented
To give students a voice, support 
group bonding and to help evaluate 
progress.

One per month, per class 2018 Inst

DAN 3 Two per month, per class 2019 Inst

DAN 3 Weekly, per class 2020 Inst

DAN 4 Develop a dancer evaluation process. Evaluation process in effect
To support dancer development, and 
their progress to the next level.

Advanced class: instructor- and self- evaluations, connect-
ed to the mastery skills curriculum 2018 AD, Inst

DAN 4
Intermediate: instructor- and self- evaluations, 
connected to the mastery skills curriculum 2019 AD, Inst

DAN 4
Beginner: instructor- and self- evaluations, 
connected to the mastery skills curriculum 2020 AD, Inst
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INFORMATION MASTER 2

OBJECTIVES OUTCOME PURPOSE/NOTES ACTION ITEMS/IDEAS YEAR  LEAD PROGRESS

DANCERS / CLASSES

DAN 5
Provide advanced performance skills training, 
quarterly.  

Scheduled and delivered
To increase professionalism and 
strengthen relationships.

Offer technique classes or workshops in stage presence, 
acting and blocking.  Obed Medina offered assistance. 2018 AD

DAN 6
Provide external enrichment and incentive 
learning opportunities.

Evaluation report
AD to observe/evaluate possible competitions or 
conferences. 2018 AD

DAN 6  
Scheduled and included 
in budget

Include in the annual program goals and budget to 
ensure funding. 2019

DAN 6 Participation Send a small group of elite dancers to the selected event. 2020

DAN 7
Create an elite, professional caliber troupe 
for high-level performances.

Troupe performing

To increase opportunities and mo-
tivation for dancers, and to increase 
visibility and the perception of BFRA 
in the community.

1. Determine the criteria for entry into the elite troupe. 
2. Identify the selection process. 3. Create a class/practice 
schedule. 4. Fulfill special performance opportunities.

2018 - 
2020

AD, Elite 
Inst

DAN 8
Conduct exit interviews when dancers leave 
the organization.

Increased retention, 
feedback, and costume 
retention

To increase dancer retention, gather 
feedback, and manage costs by 
retaining costumes.

1. Check attendance log monthly to identify dancers who 
stop attending. 2. Contact dancer/family to discuss and 
attempt to resolve issues.  3. Retrieve costumes from danc-

2018-
2020

Inst, AD, PV

DAN 9
Develop in dancers the discipline of 
commitment and communication.  

Eased performance delivery

To teach discipline, 
communication skills and 
increase performance 
professionalism.

Clarify and communicate expectations and natural 
consequences for non-compliance.  Teach dancers to 
bring necessities to class and performances, adhere to 
call times,  follow through on commitments to perform 
and communicate if unable, and engage in supportive 
interactions. 

2018 AD, Inst

DAN 10
Create a mastery skill curriculum with require-
ments to advance through the class levels.

Curriculum in place
To support discipline and clear 
communication, and to 
challenge and motivate students. 

Advanced class mastery skill curriculum 2018 AD, Inst

DAN 10 Intermediate class mastery skill curriculum 2019 AD, Inst

DAN 10 Beginner class mastery skill curriculum 2020 AD, Inst
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INFORMATION MASTER 3

OBJECTIVES OUTCOME PURPOSE/NOTES ACTION ITEMS/IDEAS YEAR  LEAD PROGRESS

PERFORMANCES

GOAL We will select performance opportunities that are a valuable return on investment and further our mission.

PER 1
Create and implement a performance 
decision-making matrix.  

Performance decision- mak-
ing process in effect

To determine which performance 
opportunities to accept.

Chose high-impact, high-profile, high return-on-invest-
ment performances based on the performance decision 
making matrix. 

2018 MD, AD, BM 

GOAL We will deliver professional performances that are well-planned, organized, and run smoothly.

PER 2
Establish systems for effective performance 
preparation.   

Dancer checklists
To deliver quality performances 
with ease .

Create performance and costume checklists, deliver 
training and establish clear expectations of dancers 
(include commitments to perform, practice requirements 
to perform, communication if unable to perform, 
adherence to call times, performance-quality costumes 
and supportive, positive interactions).

2018 AD

PER 2 Set-up checklists
Create checklists, deliver training and establish clear ex-
pectaions for set-up responsibilities (e.g. music and lighting). 2019 AD

PER 3
Establish processes to follow through on deliver-
ing quality performances.

Performance sign-up 
process

To teach discipline and 
responsibility.

Establish natural consequenses for failure to meet 
established expectations (e.g. timeliness,  costumes, 
and behavior) for dancers/parents, volunteers, and staff. 
Consider TeamSnap app.

2020 AD, MD

PER 4
Implement a dancer pre-performance 
inspiration and preparation circle, and post-per-
formance debrief.  

Scheduled and held
Pre-performance for unity and 
positive reinforcement, post-
performance for learning.

Include pre-performance gathering in call time sched-
uling. Post-performance debrief, by class or as a whole 
group.

2018 AD, Inst

PER 5
Institute a volunteer pre-performance circle, and 
post-performance debrief.

Scheduled and held
For coordination, clarity and divison 
of tasks, and continual improve-
ment of organizational systems.

Establish a volunteer call time, and a list of items to 
cover. 2019 AD, LV or VC

PER 6 Maintain costumes in quality condition. Monthly checks
Use costume quality and care to 
teach discipline, and to present 
professional performances. 

Instill monthly students' costume inspection and 
inventory in the studio. 2018 AD

PER 6
Check out, -in, 
repair process

Establish a costume maintenance process, including 
organized check out, check in, and repair. 2019 AD29



INFORMATION MASTER 4

OBJECTIVES OUTCOME PURPOSE/NOTES ACTION ITEMS/IDEAS YEAR  LEAD PROGRESS

PERFORMANCES cont’d

PER 6 Maintain costumes in quality condition. Volunteer in place
Create a supervisory volunteer position to manage 
costume maintenance. 2020 AD

PER 7
Test one "Demo and dance" experiential learning 
performance.    

Scheduled, tested 
and evaluated

To create audience investment in 
the culture through participation 
and engagement. 

1. School collaboration grant, fulfill grant requirements.  
2. Announcer to provide information and education, as 
appropriate for the venue. 3. Delivery at a fair or school.

2018 AD, Inst

PER 8
Maintain a repertoire of at least two dances from 
two regions, for four-six total each year retained 
from the previous years.

4-6 dances carry over 
each year

To keep performances fresh with a 
greater variety of dances.

Advanced and possibly intermediate levels. 2019 AD, Inst

FAMILY ENGAGEMENT

GOAL We will engage dancer families through clear communication, and volunteer and social opportunities that preserve traditional Mexican culture, build community, strengthen relationships and develop skills.

FAM 1 Hold family meetings in classes, monthly. Scheduled and held
For two-way communication and 
information sharing. 2018 AD

FAM 2
Implement structures that support volunteerism 
and get families involved.

Structures in place

1. Create clarity of volunteer roles and responsibilities.  
2. Develop systems to share the work including logging 
hours and following through on fulfilling commitments.  
3. Tell parents what is needed, how they can engage, ask 
what they want to do, and request help.

2019 AD, PV

FAM 2
1. Establish volunteer coordinators for sewing, 
performances, fundraising, PR and social activities.  2. 
Create a volunteer  coordinator role filled by a parent.  

2020 AD, PV

FAM 3 Hold six costume sewing activities, annually. Sewing activities held
To increase volunteer engagement 
in costuming.  

Include costume-making training, sewing classes, cos-
tume production, and related activities.  2018 AD

FAM 4 Host a family social event, quarterly. 
Events posted on the annu-
al calendar and held

To build relationships among 
families, dancers and instructors. 

Organized by a family/volunteer. 2018 AD, PV

ARTISTIC/INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

GOAL We will recruit, hire and train staff to be proficient in Ballet Folklorico instruction and Mexican culture, as well as classroom management and the support of dancer personal development. 30



INFORMATION MASTER 5

OBJECTIVES OUTCOME PURPOSE/NOTES ACTION ITEMS/IDEAS YEAR  LEAD PROGRESS

ARTISTIC/INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF cont’d

AIS 1 Conduct staff evaluations, annually.
Accurate job 
descriptions, evaluations 
complete

Staff know their unique strengths 
and areas to improve.

1. Edit and update staff job descriptions as necessary.  
2. Review instructional staff based on job description and 
previous evaluations.

2018 AD

AIS 1 AD evaluation complete 
Review Artistic Director based on job description, strate-
gic plan responsibilities, and previous evaluations. 2018 MD

AIS 2
Improve classroom management skills and 
techniques.

Focussed, effective classes
Identify desired dancer behaviors and rewards. Imple-
ment a structure for earning and delivering rewards. 
Provide classroom management training for instructors.

2018 AD, Inst

AIS 3
Continue the creatIon and implementation 
of the New Instructor Development Program. 

Learning outcomes imple-
mented

To provide a clear, active system to 
train dancers to step into the role of 
instructor.

1. Develop learning outcomes and steps to mastery.  
2. Offer workshops, conferences, and assistant instructor 
learning opportunities.

2018-
2020

AD

AIS 4 Expand instructors' training opportunities.   Attend conferences To learn new dances and skills.
1. Create conference opportunities for instructors to 
learn more dances.  2.  Host visiting instructors. 2018 AD

AIS 5 Support dancer development at home.    
1. Give dancers practice homework.  2. Provide parents with in-
formation, music and steps to support dancers' home practice. 2-3 Inst

AIS 6
Recruit and hire a lead instructor, with pro-
fessional ballet folklorico teaching experience.

Consider training opportunities to enable current 
instructors to qualify for the position. 2020 AD 

PARTNERSHIPS AND COMMUNIT Y ENGAGEMENT

GOAL We will collaborate with partners who offer opportunities for educational enrichment and engagement, and access to audiences that reach into the wider community.

PCE 1
Participate in meetings that build relation-
ships and have the potential to strengthen 
the organization.

Relationships E.g. Hispanic Interagency Council 2018 MD

PCE 2
Create a plan to collaborate with other arts 
organizations.

Collaborations E.g. Britt, OSF, the Collaborative Theater Project 2020 AD, MD

PCE 3
Seek opportunities for Elite dancers to 
perform at wineries, other ideal venues, and 
for special events. 

2-4 performances/year
To reach new audiences and 
prospective donors.

Have a BFRA ambassador in the audience and sign-
up sheets. 

2019 AD, Inst
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INFORMATION MASTER 6

OBJECTIVES OUTCOME PURPOSE/NOTES ACTION ITEMS/IDEAS YEAR  LEAD PROGRESS

PUBLIC RELATIONS/MARKETING

GOAL We will deliver timely, effective marketing and publicity that furthers our mission by increasing audience size and diversity, and prospective dancer recruitment.

PRM 1
Develop a marketing and publicity plan for key 
events.

Increased audience size 
and diversity

To increase visibility, professional 
standing, and attract supporters.

Include social media, email, print, radio and TV and 
the website. Include marketing performances through 
retirement communities and to grandparents looking for 
cultural enrichment opportunities.

2018 MD, PC

PRM 2  Update the website, monthly. Current website Keep it up-to-date with new and current content. 2018 MD

PRM 3
Develop a publicity plan for event marketing to 
schools and for dancer recruitment.

Event attendance & new 
dancers

Educational outreach Create and implement the plan 2018 AD

PRM 4 Deliver timely event publicity to the community.  Calendar or timeline

1.Send "save the date" announcement, and follow up 
with more information and reminders. 2.Publicity in 
print publications, as appropriate.  3.Create a social 
media push with behind the scenes videos of rehearsals.

2018-
2020

MD

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

GOAL We will develop our board into an effective, knowledgeable, and diverse team.

BRD 1
Implement effective meeting structures to 
support positive meetings and create solutions. 

Gather input, then create the board meeting 
agenda.  Adhere to agenda item time limits. Implement 
one new meeting structure per year.

2018 PR

BRD 2
Review board procedures and policies, and up-
date as appropriate.

Review complete Consider policies for term limits and background checks. 2018 PR

BRD 3 Implement a board contract. Contracts signed
To increase board member  
commitment, follow through, and 
meaningful contribution.

2018 PR

BRD 4
Incorporate board development activities and 
training into the regular meetings, or leadership 
workshops.

Training delivered, new 
skills incorporated

To grow leaders in the 
organization.

Administer board self-assessment.  Identify current skills, 
desired skills and prospective training/trainers.  Include 
techincal skill development.

2019 PR
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INFORMATION MASTER 7

OBJECTIVES OUTCOME PURPOSE/NOTES ACTION ITEMS/IDEAS YEAR  LEAD PROGRESS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS cont’d

BRD 5
Transform board meetings from “working 
meetings” to reports and “decision-making 
meetings.” 

Committees in effect
Identify priority working committees and include 
volunteers.  Establish one working committee per year, 
in year 2 and 3.

2018-
2020

PR

BRD 6
Increase the size, skill, and socio-economic diver-
sity of the board. 

Full board, with 
needs filled

Evaluate current board representation, skills and experience. 
Recruit community members who can fill missing skills such 
as legal, financial, development and have desirable communi-
ty connections.  Board Treasurer position filled.

2018 PR

BRD 6
Vice President & 1 person outside the organization on the 
board. 2019 PR

BRD 6
Maintain full-seated board with ongoing evaluation and 
recruitment as needed. 2020 PR

GOAL We will continue to grow our board's skills to lead the organization in governance and development activities.

BRD 7
Complete the upcoming program year goals by 
August and annual budget by December of the 
previous year.

Goals and budget Begin discussion of coming year program goals in May. 2018 PR, BT

BRD 8
The board is trained in donor development and 
regularly engages in friend-raising conversations.

Train the board in donor development: 1.  How to talk about 
the organization, tell stories, and garner interest.  2. How to 
get names of the next potential donor/supporter.  3. Clear 
steps to move a relationship to the next level and set up a 
meeting with the board president and/or managing director.

2018-
2020

MD, PR

BRD 9 Incorporate an annual managing director review. Evaluation complete New hire at 3 and 6 months, then annually. 2019, Ann. PR

BRD 10
Engage advisors and supporters with special skills 
and strengths who can be called on as needed.

Complete current list and 
maintain

Compile names, skills and contact information for 
current supporters. Continue to build relationships 
and add supporters to the list.

2018-
2020

MD, PR

BRD 11
100% of board members make a personally meaning-
ful financial contribution to the organization annually.

Contributions made Required by funders. Ann. PR

BRD 12
Re-examine the internal tuition scholarship 
process for students.

Scholarship process 
implemented

To create  an equitable process for 
distribution of scholarship funds.

Establish a scholarship fund. Identify the criteria and 
process for tuition scholarship consideration. 2020 BD, MD, AD
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INFORMATION MASTER 8

OBJECTIVES OUTCOME PURPOSE/NOTES ACTION ITEMS/IDEAS YEAR  LEAD PROGRESS

FINANCIAL STABILIT Y

GOAL We will operate from a solid financial plan that includes reliable income across the six funding streams: tuition, performances, fundraising, corporate sponsors, individual donors, and grants.

FIN 1 Develop a financial plan. Financial  plan
1. Include six funding streams. 
2. Create a cash flow timeline. 2018 MD, BK

FIN 2 The budget is 35% funded by the start of the fiscal year. 25% funded  2018 MD, PR

FIN 2 30% funded  2019 MD, PR

FIN 2 35% funded  2020 MD, PR

FIN 3
Tuition: Maintain and improve the newly developed and 
implemented tuition collection and recording process.

Tuition logs To manage revenue.
Class volunteer parent trained to receive and log tuition 
monthly, and welcome/orient new families.

2018-
2020

BM, AD, MD

FIN 4
Tuition: Expand outreach to the broader 
community that has the capacity to pay tuition 
rates and ability to support the organization. 

Through the school initiative. 2020 AD

FIN 5
Performances: Develop a performance cost/fee 
schedule to establish performances fees.

Cost/fee schedule in use

To calculate performance costs, fees 
to charge, and the balance of paid, 
grant-funded, sponsored and no-
charge performances.

Identify exceptions to include or consider such as high-
visibility/low-income with sponsor or recruitment 
potential.  

2018 AD, MD, BM(s)

FIN 6 Performances: Acknowledge event sponsors at events.
Sponsors recognized at all 
events

Verbally and/or in writing, playbill, sandwich board. 2018 MD, AD

FIN 7
Fundraising: Run two to four fundraising 
activities, increasing annually.

Fundraising activities 
complete

To increase revenue to maintain low 
tuition.

Two, three, four events, (increasing annually) organized 
by a lead parent.

2018-
2020

BM, PV 
(Cheyanna, 
Candelaria)

FIN 8
Corporate sponsors:  Develop and implement 
a sponsorship campaign. 

Sponsorship strategy
in place

For events and to maintain.
Document Cheyanna's process for use by future volun-
teers. Add a volunteer partner-in-training. 2019

MD, BM, PV, 
(Cheyanna )

FIN 8
Donor benefit package 
complete

To demonstrate appreciation 
of donors.

Institutionalize the process,  record, create a training 
plan.  Include benefits for donors, such as PR, free tickets, 
restaurant program, package deals, member benefits.

MD, 
(Cheyanna)

FIN 9
Individual donors: Implement a donor 
development plan that supports the financial plan.

Plan implemented
Include identification of arts sponsors and ask 
for support. 2019

GW ( Jane), 
MD, PR
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INFORMATION MASTER 9

OBJECTIVES OUTCOME PURPOSE/NOTES ACTION ITEMS/IDEAS YEAR  LEAD PROGRESS

FINANCIAL STABILIT Y cont’d

FIN 9

1.Up-scale the annual appeal letter process to improve fi-
nancial return.  2.Email an electronic version of the appeal 
letter to those for whom we only have an email address on 
file. 3. Increase the database of names, through families' 
and board member's contacts. 4. Follow-up phone calls or 
other personalized activity to increase return.

2018 MD

FIN 10
Individual donors: Create a simple, 
structured donor recognition program.

Include the time frame from donation receipt for a written 
thank you including the tax donation information.  May 
include a hand-written note of thanks signed by a dancer.

2018 MD

FIN 11
Grants: Applications and project budgets are 
transparent and easily understood by reviewers. 

Increased return on 
applications

Apply for longer term/ 3 year capacity building grants. ✔ GW, MD

ADMINISTRATION, ORGANIZATION, COMMUNICATION  

GOAL We will implement effective communication, organization and administrative systems to support increased family engagement, eased performance delivery and organizational stability. 

AOC 1
Develop a clear, thorough communication 
protocol. 

Communication protocol 
implemented

To inform and engage
 families, and deliver 
performances smoothly.

1. Identify practical communication avenues. 2. Document 
the protocol for communicating about class information, 
performances, fundraisers and social events. 3. Provide 
timely class and performance information. 4. Include 
timelines for notification. 5. Code of communication, 

2018 AD, PV

AOC 2
Maintain and streamline the organizational and 
administrative systems that have been implemented.

Current, functional records Annual review and maintenance of the documents. Ann. MD

AOC 3
Create and disseminate a code of conduct for 
dancers, parents, staff, board, and volunteers.

Code of conduct
To clarify communication, class, 
performance, and other 
interactions expectations.

Draft  a code of conduct.  Input from board, staff and 
families.  Board vote on the final. 2018 AD, BM, PV

AOC 4 Implement an annual activities calendar. Calendar accessible

To balance and visually track 
performances and other
 activities that impact the 
organization and families.

Include performances, fundraising and social events,
 conferences and travel, sewing activities and board
 meetings.  Possibly staff time away. Easily accessible.  
Academic year.

2018 PR
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INFORMATION MASTER 10

OBJECTIVES OUTCOME PURPOSE/NOTES ACTION ITEMS/IDEAS YEAR  LEAD PROGRESS

DATA MEASUREMENT  

GOAL We will collect, manage and analyze data to direct organizational development, support funding requests and prospective partnerships, and demonstrate the value of our programs. MD

DAT 1 Create a database of available in-house data. Database
For use in grant applications 
and reports.

Include program statistics such as volunteer hours,
 attendance in dance classes, low-income dancers, 
ages, gender, and audience size and composition.

2018 PV, MD

DAT 2 Create a donor, friends and fans database. Database Include contact information, giving history, etc. 2018 MD

DAT 3
Record pre- and post-project measures of 
performance impact.

Established process and 
records

For use in grant applications 
and reports.

As required by grants.  Consult with Jane Kenworthy 
for input. 2019 MD

DAT 4 Quantify the value of the program using data.
Database including 
success measures

Track measurements demonstrated to be beneficial for 
students: Improvement in school attendance, on track for 
graduation. Grant idea: Program to help parents access 
and understand student school information, and also give 
access to that student success data to the organization.

2020 MD, AD

DAT 5
Research/survey other Ballet Folklorico groups' 
funding and staffing structures.

Report to board
For possible implementation 
by BFRA.

AD & MD make connections at conferences. 2020 MD, AD

SUCCESSION PLANNING

GOAL We will implement a succession plan for all staff positions that builds on the strong history established by the founder, and fulfills the vision. MD

SCS 1
Outline a succession plan for all positions: manag-
ing director, artistic director, and class instructors.

Succession plan
1. Complete plans for instructor vacancies.  2. Complete 
artistic director succession plan.  3. Managing director 
succession plan.

2018-
2020

MD

SCS 2
Find the right person to take over the 
leadership as managing director.

Hire a half-time time managing director. Scale the respon-
sibilities to the real capacity.  Create a transition to include 
training time with the outgoing managing director.

√ MD, PR

SCS 3 Market the managing director transition.
Public recognition of 
the transition

To inform the greater community 
of the transition and introduce the 
managing director to grantors and 
the community.

Recognize Snow's contribution, market the changes in 
and the vision for the organization, and welcome the 
new director. Gala recognition.

2018 MD, PV

SCS 4 Develop a hiring process. Hiring process outlined 
Include job posting format, background check, 
hiring checklist, and hiring compliance regulations. 2019 MD,  BR
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This strategic plan is dedicated to Victoria Snow Mountain, 
con mucho coriño.  Gracias for your legacy of Ritmo Alegre.

photo by Donna Boutwell


